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Changing Our 
WOrld
Our School continues to  
pioneer new approaches to 
educating the next generation 
of information professionals, 
preparing them to touch 
their communities and  
change our world. 
2009
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Dr. Ken HaycocK 
Professor anD Director 
The tradition of innovation is alive and well at our School. As you read this update on our School community, you’ll learn about our exciting efforts to pioneer new programs and transform the way we prepare our graduates to change our world. 
Journey with me through the pages of our annual review and read about our award-
winning students and alumni, our faculty research, the progress of our two new degree 
programs, and the many ways we are tapping into emerging technology to enrich our 
learning environment.
I am extremely proud to report that our School made a significant jump in this year’s 
national rankings of ALA-accredited graduate programs, published by  
U.S. News & World Report, moving from #30 last year to #22 this year. Equally 
impressive is the fact that we continue to be recognized as the #1 e-learning provider 
in our field, affirming that our distance learning program is thriving. Our MLIS students 
who are pursuing careers as Teacher Librarians can be encouraged by the fact that our 
program for K-12 school librarians also jumped in the national rankings from #6 to #4. 
This year marked a promising start for our two new degree programs. We have received 
excellent feedback from the first cohort of students in our Master of Archives and 
Records Administration (MARA) degree program, and enrollment more than doubled 
for our second MARA cohort scheduled to begin their studies in Fall 2009. At the same 
time, our first cohort of doctoral candidates in the San José Gateway PhD Program have 
launched their research, and we are welcoming a second cohort of doctoral candidates, 
who are excited about preparing for new career options in research, teaching, and 
leadership.
This year also marks a significant turning point for our Master of Library and 
Information Science (MLIS) program. More than 50 years ago, our School started 
offering distance learning opportunities to our students, allowing us to reach a growing 
number of individuals who wanted to enroll in our programs. Today, as the Global 
e-Campus for Library and Information Science, all of our MLIS courses are delivered 
through distance learning. Our innovative use of distance learning technology continues 
to provide a rich learning environment for our students and allows us to recruit top 
faculty, regardless of where they live.
While our students, alumni, and faculty may live anywhere around the globe, they 
continue to forge strong connections with each other. I am especially proud of the 
ways our alumni are taking leadership roles in our professional community, while also 
finding time to give back to our School by reaching out as mentors and role models 
for our students. You can find them presenting at our career workshops or serving 
as internship supervisors for our students. Many other alumni serve on our School’s 
advisory committees, helping us ensure that our curriculum continues to be responsive 
to emerging industry trends, so our graduates are prepared with the skills and 
competencies that employers seek. Together, our thriving School community makes it 
possible for us to prepare our graduates to touch their communities and change  
our world.
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3In addition to internships, 80% of our students report that they are building professional connections through 
involvement in a wide range of other activities. SLIS supports these connections by providing all of our new 
students with one-year paid memberships in both ALA and in their state library associations, and by organizing, 
hosting, and publicizing career exploration and networking opportunities.  
Professional conferences    •    Library tours   •   Career fairs    •    Student groups    •    LIS newsletters and blogs
Creating Community  
in a Distance Learning Environment
While our students, alumni, and faculty may live anywhere around  
the globe, they benefit from a multitude of opportunities to forge  
strong connections with each other. For example, through use of our  
School’s social networking tools, they can chat online, find peers who live 
nearby, or connect with hiring managers. We also collaborate with other  
organizations to plan and promote library tours, career fairs, and other special 
events—designed to bring our students together with local practitioners who can 
serve as role models and mentors.
We encourage all of our students to attend professional conferences, where they can meet with their 
peers and build connections with practitioners. At many of those conferences, our School hosts a booth or 
reception, providing an additional venue for our students, alumni, and faculty to gather.
We continue to expand our career exploration programs, aimed at helping our students strengthen ties 
with information professionals. This year, we offered several career forums, which students could attend in 
person or view as recorded sessions at their convenience. We also invited a series of guest speakers to make 
presentations about different career paths available in the profession. After viewing the presentations, 
students were able to ask questions via a blog.
2009
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45  
states where SLIS  
students live  
(and 10 countries)
SLIS faculty attended 
our School’s 2009  
faculty institute
77
C h a n g i n g  O u r  W O r l d
The Changing Face of  
Our Students
Exit surveys of our students show that our graduates 
are getting younger. Nearly 40% of our 2009 graduates 
were under age 30, and nearly 60% were under 35. As we 
connect with a growing group of younger students, we 
continue welcoming students of all ages and stand ready 
to help each student achieve success. 
While many of our students still attend part-time, we 
are finding that they are completing their degrees in less 
time. Approximately 50% of our students complete the 
program in two years, and nearly 80% graduate in three 
years or less. We are continuing our efforts to design 
programs that meet the needs of part-time students, 
helping them find success as they balance their personal 
and professional responsibilities with their coursework.
We are also finding that an increasing number of our 
students live outside California and beyond our nation’s 
borders. Our latest figures find that our students now 
live in 45 states and 10 countries. Many of our students 
are part of groups that typically are under-represented in 
our profession, thanks, in part, to our School’s continued 
involvement in programs aimed at recruiting individuals 
from diverse backgrounds. 
Preparing Students to Serve  
Diverse Communities
We continue to enhance our curriculum by expanding its focus on how 
 information professionals can effectively serve diverse populations.  
We recognize that employers are looking for these skills, and we incorporate 
these concepts into our courses. 
In addition, our MLIS students can enroll in elective courses specifically  
designed to explore the information needs of racially, ethnically, and  
linguistically diverse communities, and how information professionals can 
develop services to meet those needs. These electives have been so popular 
that we received special funding from the Web-based Information Science 
Education (WISE) consortium to offer an additional session this year and 
make it available to graduate students from other institutions. We also  
recently added a new elective course regarding the digital divide and its 
impact on the information profession. 
 
Our students can expand their global connections by taking elective 
courses from LIS graduate schools in Canada and  
New Zealand through our School’s involvement in the Web-based 
Information Science Education (WISE) consortium.
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course sections offered 
each semester to our  
MLIS students
incoming students completed  
our new required emerging 
technology course
internships available  
to SLIS students  
each term
150 200 1,167
▼
C h a n g i n g  O u r  W O r l d
Embedding Technology in Our Programs
Our School continues to be recognized for our innovative approach to online 
learning. We have earned that distinction by investing in sophisticated 
distance learning technology, and by continuously exploring new ways to 
use that technology to enhance learning and prepare our graduates to apply 
technology in their professional lives.
At this year’s faculty institute, nearly 80 faculty and staff met for two days 
and shared best practices regarding use of distance learning technology.  
Here are some highlights:
•	 Faculty and students connect during live sessions using  
Elluminate, our web conferencing platform, where they can  
collaborate using a shared virtual work space. 
•	 Instructors use blogs to communicate with students and stimulate 
class discussions. 
•	 Students build wikis, where they organize and share content. 
•	 Students can view recorded lectures at any time as audio, video,  
or both—with the ability to watch them as often as they like,  
download them as podcasts, or bookmark specific sections for  
later review. 
•	 Faculty and students create and share videos and narrated slide 
presentations. 
•	 Students make presentations via their Second Life avatars, and 
groups gather for sessions in this 3D virtual world. 
•	 Faculty present webcasts on topics such as how to build an  
e-portfolio or how to use ANGEL, our new learning  
management system .
New Emerging Technology Course 
Sets the Stage for Student Success
This year, we launched a new required one-unit emerging 
technology course. This initial course is aimed at helping 
our incoming students learn to successfully use these tools. 
More than 1,100 students completed the new course this 
year, discovering how to use social networking platforms to 
collaborate with peers, organize their coursework with our 
learning management system, work with colleagues via web 
conferencing, and navigate immersive environments.
A key factor in our ability to offer the course to so many 
students is the use of peer mentors, some of our more tech-
savvy students, who offer formal coaching to new students. 
Through surveys, we found that student satisfaction with the 
new course is high, and faculty report that new students are 
confident and well prepared to participate in the online  
learning environment after completing the class.
“Some new students are a bit uncomfortable with 
distance learning tools, and this new introductory 
course helps address their concerns. It provides a forum 
for them to ask peer mentors about the technology, as 
well as how the School’s online environment works and 
what instructors expect from them.”
 Megan Berru, peer mentor Fall 2008
6ExpandEd 
partnErships
Our School’s faculty and 
students are involved in 
collaborative research projects 
that address key challenges 
and opportunities in  
our profession.
2009
6Pioneering New Virtual  
Learning Experiences
Jeremy Kemp, lecturer and designer of the SLIS Second Life 
Campus, is partnering with faculty from the university’s 
School of Nursing to investigate new ways to create 
engaging and realistic learning experiences for nursing 
students through use of virtual world simulations.
The School of Nursing uses patient simulators 
(mannequins) in its clinical skills labs, giving students the 
opportunity to conduct “patient” assessments and hone 
their nursing skills through frequent practice and feedback. 
Thanks to a grant from the College of Applied Sciences  
and Arts, the team is now exploring how to integrate  
3D virtual world simulations into clinical skills labs.  
The initial explorations will serve as a springboard to  
external funding.
The team will construct a 3D model of an acute healthcare 
setting, where nursing students will interact with virtual 
patients and other healthcare providers in computer-based 
simulations that will mimic real-life clinical scenarios. 
The research team will evaluate how use of simulation 
technology can increase students’ abilities to perform 
comprehensive physical assessments of patients, gain 
familiarity with the acute care setting, and enhance their 
abilities to intervene in various patient situations.
7
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➲ Jeremy Kemp, Designer of the 
SLIS Second Life Campus
➲ 3-D virtual world simulation
International Collaboration Sparks  
New Learning Opportunities
Kemp is also involved in a research partnership with faculty from the University of the  
West of Scotland. Thanks to a grant from the Eduserv Foundation in the United Kingdom, 
Kemp is collaborating with Dr. Daniel Livingstone to develop an open source educational tool,  
known as SLOODLE, which integrates web-based learning management systems and immersive 
learning environments, such as Second Life. By connecting the two types of platforms,  
the academic community can create exciting new interactive and collaborative  
learning experiences. 
www.sloodle.org
▼
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Youth Space Research Underway
Thanks to funding received through a federal grant last year, a team of faculty and 
research assistants launched the first systematic study of Young Adult (YA) spaces 
in public libraries. Over the last 12 months, the team has made significant progress 
on the Making Space for Young Adults in Public Libraries project, aimed at helping 
libraries create YA spaces that welcome young people and embrace their needs. 
Nicole Branch is one of three SLIS students working on the project, under the 
guidance of Dr. Anthony Bernier, a SLIS faculty member, who is a national expert on 
young adult library spaces and the project’s director. Branch’s responsibilities include 
gathering data regarding what’s being done at public libraries around the nation, as 
the team investigates a variety of space design issues, such as the type of seating 
offered, the involvement of young adults in the planning and design process, and the 
proportion of young adult space as compared to overall library space.
“A lot of times, when people talk about young adult spaces, they’re referring to 
programs,” Branch says. “Our research is focused on the actual space and what 
creating equitable space for youth means. One of the exciting things about this 
research is that it applies not just to young adult services, but also to the issue of 
how we design library space in general.”
Although young adults comprise nearly a quarter of all library users, libraries have 
only recently started considering how to design age-appropriate spaces to meet 
their needs. There are no standards or metrics to gauge the effectiveness of young 
adult spaces and spatial design practices, so the research team’s work is an attempt 
to move toward more specific evaluation measures. 
t i t l E  h E r E
T
he Making Space for 
Young Adults in Public 
Libraries project is funded 
by a grant from the 
Institute of Museum and Library 
Services, the primary source of 
federal support for the nation’s 
libraries and museums. Dr. Bernier’s 
research team includes two other 
youth studies scholars, Dr. William 
Armaline and Dr. Michael Males, 
who are:
•	 Developing and testing tools to 
collect data regarding design 
preferences from youth, as well 
as input from library staff. 
•	 Developing and testing 
instructional content, aimed 
at highlighting their research 
findings and assisting library 
personnel in their efforts 
to assess current spaces and 
involve young people in  
future redesigns.
➲ Teen Zone at Oakland Public Library in California. Photo courtesy of Dave Adams Photography
➲Nicole Branch
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Recruiting a New Generation of Librarians
Thanks to three grants received from the Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS), representing over $2 million in total IMLS 
funding, more than 30 SLIS students are currently receiving scholarships and other support as they earn their MLIS degrees, and an 
estimated 20 more SLIS students will benefit from scholarships in coming years. Our School is partnering in these grants that span 
California, providing scholarship recipients with opportunities for coursework focused on serving diverse communities, as well as 
guidance as they build their professional networks and explore career options. 
We are partnering with the following organizations to recruit and educate a new generation of librarians who come from 
traditionally underserved communities: 
•	 San José Public Library and the San José State University Library
•	 Los Angeles Public Library
•	 Serra Cooperative Library System, serving San Diego and Imperial Counties
9
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Frances Marin
Scholarship recipient Frances Marin draws on her lifelong love of visual arts to “help bring literacy 
alive” for children and young adults. Marin teaches art classes to groups ranging from preschool-
ers to high school continuation students. Her art classes often focus on projects that reinforce the 
students’ reading curriculum, such as creating book covers.
Marin currently works part-time as a page for San José Public Library, and she volunteers for  
Veggielution, an urban farming project in east San José. After she earns her MLIS degree, Marin  
hopes to combine her love for art and community projects, like Veggilution, by developing public 
library programs that meet community needs. Marin is also expanding her knowledge of how 
libraries can serve diverse communities through her MLIS coursework, though she is well on her 
way by tapping into her ability to speak conversational Spanish and her experiences visiting family 
members in Costa Rica.
▼
Kamilah Jackson
For ten years, Kamilah Jackson served as an officer in the U.S. Coast Guard, where her duties  
included inspecting foreign freight at the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach. Today, thanks to 
IMLS grant funding, she is earning her MLIS degree while working in a middle school library in 
Watts, a community in Los Angeles.
In her first job after leaving the military, Jackson taught English at a middle school. While there, 
she was intrigued with the idea of becoming a librarian after befriending her school’s librarian,  
Alja Gabeddon. “She is an African-American woman and an inspiration to me,” says Jackson. 
“Before meeting Alja, I’d never seen an African-American librarian, so when she suggested that I 
become one, I was honored.”
Jackson holds a master’s degree in Secondary Education, and she hopes to work as a high school 
librarian after graduation. “I want to make a difference in the neighborhood where I grew up,” she 
says. “I want inner city kids to see my face and understand that this profession is not limited to 
any color or group of people. I want to be a role model to them.”
10
Endowments
The Terence Crowley Scholarship Endowment
The Ken Haycock Leadership Endowment
The Kaiser Permanente Medical Librarianship Endowment
The SLIS Alumni & Friends Scholarship Endowment
The SLIS Faculty Scholarship Endowment
The H.W. Wilson Scholarship Endowment
The Blanche Woolls Spectrum Scholarship Endowment
Endowments create permanent support for student 
scholarships. Through an initial contribution of at least 
$25,000, endowment funds are used to provide ongoing 
scholarship awards each year to worthy students.  
For more information about leaving a gift to SLIS in your 
estate plan or establishing an endowment, please contact the 
School’s development officer, Lane Jimison, at 408-924-1142.
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Numerous individuals and organizations contribute to our School, making it possible for us to offer 
student scholarships, recognize noteworthy student accomplishments, conduct research, and expand 
opportunities for our faculty and students. We are grateful for their generous support.
New Scholarship Fund Established  
in Honor of Dr. Connie Costantino
Our School community joined together to pay tribute to the memory of faculty 
member Connie Costantino and honor her family’s wishes by establishing a 
scholarship fund in her honor. The new fund celebrates her tireless efforts to 
educate future librarians and improve library services around the world. 
Dr. Costantino joined the SLIS faculty in 2004, and prior to that spent more 
than 30 years as a school, public, and academic librarian. She was dedicated to 
helping new librarians and library school students on their path to success. This 
commitment was evident in her teaching and advising with our School, as well 
as in her role as Chair of the Mentoring Committee for the California Library 
Association. Her many grateful students, as well as the individuals she mentored, 
form a critical part of her enduring legacy. 
Dr. Costantino was also passionate about improving library services in our nation 
and around the world. She did consulting work for libraries in Mexico City and 
Nairobi, Kenya. She also taught courses on international librarianship, as well as 
instructional design and information management, and she served on national 
committees focused on international librarianship issues.
For information regarding contributions to the Connie Costantino Scholarship Fund, please 
email Brenda Lamb at blamb@slis.sjsu.edu or contribute online via the  
School’s website.
s
“Her work in international 
efforts, along with her 
advice on leadership, will 
continue to inspire me.”
 
Darryl Swarm, 
SLIS alum
 
Pre-Endowments
The Connie Costantino Scholarship Endowment
The NewsBank Scholarship Endowment
For more information about 
our School’s scholarship 
funds, or to donate online,  
visit our website:
http://slisweb.
sjsu.edu/giving/
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We are grateful to . . .
 
•	 our numerous alumni and 
friends, including those who 
made contributions through 
our Night at the Museum 
fundraising event. Together, 
these individuals helped 
create the new SLIS Alumni & 
Friends Endowment.  
•	 NewsBank, Inc., which 
established a new endowment 
that will provide scholarships 
for students interested in 
fields related to NewsBank’s 
enterprise, such as 
information retrieval and 
digital information resources. 
•	 the following organizations 
for their support of our 
fundraising event:
  Christine’s Peachy Keen Cobblers
Elliston Winery & Vineyard
Little Valley Winery
Redwood Hill Farm & Creamery
•	 the organizations that 
provide our students with 
complimentary access to their 
services and databases. For 
a list of these organizations, 
please visit our website at: 
http://slisweb.sjsu.edu/
resources/databases.htm
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EmErging  
lEadErs
Emerging leaders can be 
found throughout our 
School community, from 
students embarking on new 
explorations, to alumni 
whose pioneering efforts are 
recognized by their peers.
2009
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MARA Students Prepare for New Career Paths 
In Fall 2008, the first cohort of students in our new graduate degree program—the Master of Archives and 
Records Administration (MARA)—started their coursework. One year later, a second cohort is ready to begin 
their studies. MARA students learn how to use sophisticated technologies to help organizations preserve and 
provide access to their growing volume of digital and analog assets. 
Deborah Bahn 
Enrolling in the MARA  
program helped Deborah Bahn 
land a position at the  
Washington State Archives.  
A member of the first cohort of 
MARA students, Bahn believes 
that the program’s focus  
on electronic records  
management gave her the 
edge she needed during the 
selection process for the public 
records archivist job. 
Bahn’s duties with the State Archives include managing  
electronic records transfers from state and local government agencies. 
She also provides online reference services to patrons through the 
State’s digital archives website, and she leads workshops on how to 
conduct research using the website, which provides online access to 
more than 80 million digitized documents.
“It’s an exciting place to work because we are pioneers in the  
preservation of electronic records,” Bahn says. “This allows me, along 
with my technology team members, to be very creative.”
In her first six months on the job, Bahn played a significant part in the 
team’s progress to expand the scope and depth of records available 
online. The State website has won several awards for its genealogy 
resources, and the team is now adding more records from city and state 
agencies, including the governor’s office.
Bahn transitioned into an archival career after working for years as an 
accountant. While earning a master’s degree in Public History, Bahn 
toured archives around the nation and fell in love with the profession, 
interning for two years at the California State Archives after graduation. 
She then applied to our School’s MLIS program with the intention of 
pursuing a specialization in archival studies. But when SLIS announced 
the new MARA program, she realized it would be a better fit for her 
plans to continue as a public records archivist. “I am thrilled to be 
engaged in a field that I love,” says Bahn.
▼
Brande Gex
Brande Gex, another member of our first MARA cohort, has worked for 
more than 30 years in the legal field. When new federal regulations  
significantly changed rules that govern how electronically stored 
records must be produced during litigation, Gex decided to boost her 
digital information skills and expand her professional opportunities by 
earning her MARA degree.
Gex works for the San José City Attorney’s office, and she recognizes 
that the new knowledge she will gain as a MARA student will benefit her 
employer, especially as the office develops new procedures regarding 
electronic discovery and management of electronic documents. 
Her MARA coursework has already paid off in a promotion. “One of the 
things that my employer was looking for when filling an open position 
was someone who could manage records and is knowledgeable about 
electronically stored information,” says Gex. “I competed against a 
highly qualified group of applicants, and I believe the MARA program 
gave me the extra leg up that I needed to get the job.” 
In November 2008, Gex was promoted to a senior legal analyst position. 
She now supervises seven legal administrative assistants and helps 
develop new records management procedures. 
One of the biggest benefits  
of the MARA program for Gex  
has been working with her 
tightly knit cohort of seven  
other students, who have  
varied backgrounds ranging  
from archivists to  
recordkeepers. “There’s a  
great synergy among us, and 
I’m learning a lot from my 
fellow students,” she says. 
14 15
For a complete list of graduates, visit: http://slisweb.sjsu.edu/annualreview/
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Students and Alumni Recognized
▼
We are proud of the many SLIS students and alumni whose excellence has been recognized and rewarded this past year.
Planning a Career in Consumer Health Informatics 
Elana Churchill, winner of our School’s 2009 Kaiser Permanente Endowed Scholarship 
Award for Medical Librarianship, plans to use her MLIS degree to specialize in the field of 
consumer health informatics, with a focus on using the internet to educate specific  
ethnic groups about medical conditions. “Empowered with information, people can 
make better choices for themselves and their children, be confident when they speak 
with their healthcare providers, and demand healthy changes within their schools and 
communities,” says Churchill.
Her volunteer work for the National Organization for Renal Disease, a nonprofit dedicated 
to preventing kidney disease, diabetes, and high blood pressure, gave Churchill  
front-line insight into the need for easily accessible and clearly presented medical  
information for the general public. “When I volunteer at the organization’s health fairs,  
a lot of the people come with a long list of questions,” says Churchill.
Churchill, who earned her B.S. in business economics, has made a career out of  
translating complex jargon into plain English. She’s worked for more than a decade as a 
technical writer, most recently creating “help” systems for a Los Angeles-based  
software company. 
She was drawn to library and information science as a mid-career shift because it can 
allow her to make a greater contribution to the community and “help save lives.” She 
hopes to work as a medical librarian and “develop dynamic, web-based approaches for 
distributing health information targeted to ethnic populations.”
➲ Elana Churchill
Congratulations
. . . to our School’s 471 graduates 
who earned an MLIS degree in 2008-2009
SLIS Student Chapter Wins National Award
The American Library Association Student Chapter (ALASC) for our School was honored as the ALA Student Chapter of the Year for 2009.  
ALA recognized the group’s “excellent use of Web 2.0 technology” to connect with SLIS students around the world, as well as the quantity 
and quality of chapter programs, such as an Emerging Technologies Symposium. The group connects with students through its blog, as well 
as social networking tools like Facebook, YouTube, and Flickr. 
Check out the ALASC website at:
http://slisgroups.sjsu.edu/alasc/
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Alum Named First OCLC Minority  
Librarian Fellow
Jason Beatrice Lee, a 2008 SLIS graduate, was recently 
named the first ever OCLC Minority Librarian Fellow. 
As part of the year-long paid program, which started in 
January 2009, Lee will work in three major divisions of 
the world’s largest library cooperative: member services, 
research, and digital collection services. 
Her initial assignment with member services will include 
involvement in a program focused on career development 
and continuing education for library professionals from 
developing economies. She’ll spend the last six months  
of her fellowship exploring opportunities to digitize  
historically important collections.
Lee earned her undergraduate degree in American Studies 
and then worked as a photo researcher, where she learned 
about descriptive control and digitization from her  
colleagues. After six years of working in the stock  
photography and syndication industry, Lee decided to earn 
her MLIS degree and focus on archival studies beyond the 
commercial realm. After completing her OCLC fellowship, 
Lee plans to pursue an archivist position with a museum or 
academic library.
For more stories about our  
students and alumni, visit: 
http://slisweb.sjsu.edu/people/meet/
. . . to the 106 alum who graduated 
from our School in 2008 and were 
invited to join the Beta Phi Mu honor society
For a list of Beta Phi Mu nominees, visit: http://slisweb.sjsu.edu/annualreview/
Two SLIS Students Receive Gates Scholarships
Varaxy Yi is one of two Gates Millennium 
Scholars who are SLIS students, and among 
just three SJSU graduate students to receive 
the prestigious award this year. Yi has loved 
libraries since she was a child, and thanks to 
the Gates program, she’s able to pursue her 
MLIS degree on a full scholarship. 
Yi is the first in her Cambodian immigrant  
family to go to college. She won the Gates 
scholarship during her senior year of high 
school and went on to earn undergraduate 
degrees in business and English. Even with the scholarship, Yi works 
full-time as a bookkeeper and accountant while taking a full class load. 
Giovanni Mejia is the second SLIS student to 
receive a Gates scholarship this year. Mejia 
earned undergraduate degrees in history and 
Latin American studies at the University of  
San Francisco, where he befriended staff at 
the university library and became intrigued 
with research—and with pursuing library and 
information science as a career. After  
graduation, Mejia became interested in  
different aspects of library and information 
science when he spent a year as a document 
clerk for a major law firm—often working closely alongside the firm’s 
librarian and database manager to prepare evidence for trial. 
▼
➲ Jason Beatrice Lee
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Students in our Executive MLIS program are experienced library leaders who are taking the next step in their professional growth 
by earning their MLIS degree in a stimulating team-based learning environment, sharing the journey with other successful 
professionals. The curriculum complements their experience, emphasizing the core competencies of librarianship within a 
leadership context.
Anita Brooks Kirkland
Executive MLIS student Anita Brooks Kirkland serves as the Library Consultant for a school district in Canada, 
supporting library programs in 116 elementary and secondary schools. Her contributions to local libraries were 
recognized recently when the Ontario Library Association honored her with the Larry Moore Distinguished 
Service Award in January 2009. 
Kirkland is a frequent presenter at professional conferences, where she shares strategies for integrating  
technology into school library programs. She’s also a founding member and writer for a curriculum project 
known as “Be the Change,” which provides resources for educators. She has served on the Ontario School  
Library Association Council since 2002, and she’s on the board of directors of Knowledge Ontario, which  
connects Ontarians with licensed databases and other digital content. 
Troy Christenson
Working in an eastern Washington college town with a population of 8,000 residents, Troy Christenson’s  
opportunities to network with other library science colleagues are few and far between. The Executive MLIS 
program changed that, introducing him to LIS professionals around the continent. “Networking opportunities 
with faculty and fellow students have been outstanding,” says Christenson.
Christenson, who heads the Interlibrary Loan Services Department at Eastern Washington University, has 
worked at the university’s library for more than two decades and earned his master’s degree in Business  
Administration ten years ago. He enrolled in the Executive MLIS program to earn the degree he’ll need to pursue 
library director positions. After working in nearly every library department during his career, the Executive MLIS 
courses have helped Christenson “step back and take a look at the bigger picture of library operations.”
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Executive MLIS Students Prepare for New Leadership Roles
2009
m a s t e r ’ s  t H e s e s
Elizabeth Ann Borchardt
Historical Archaeologists’ Utilization of Archives:  
An Exploratory Study
Larissa Brookes
The Sheaf Catalog of George John Spencer
David Edward Gross
Assessment of Information Literacy Instruction
Samuel Alan Meister
Record Keeping in a Small Nonprofit Organization
Trista Stephanie Raezer
Libraries in American German Prisoner of War Camps  
During World War II
Linda M. Riewe
Survey of Open Source Integrated Library Systems
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SLIS Scholarship Recipients
Elana Churchill
Kaiser Permanente Endowment 
Scholarship Award for Medical Librarianship 
 
Nancy L. Hilliard-Singh
Blanche Woolls Endowed  
Spectrum Scholarship Award
Tina Johnson
SLIS Alumni & Friends Endowed  
Scholarship Award
Jennifer C. Lorenzen
NewsBank Endowed Scholarship Award
Megan B. McDowell
SLIS Faculty Endowed Scholarship Award
Jonathan Paulo
H.W. Wilson Endowed Scholarship Award          
Amy Lynn Sonnie
Terence Crowley Endowed  
Scholarship Award 
SLIS Graduating Student Awards 
Stephanie Suzanne George 
Ken Haycock Endowed Award for Exceptional 
Professional Promise
David Edward Gross
Outstanding Thesis Award
Donald Gordon Hilliard 
Edna B. Anthony Award 
in Reference and Information Services
Jessica Heather Hom
Stella Bunch Hillis Award in Youth Services 
Catherine Johnston
Shirley Hopkinson Award  
in Organization of Information
Bonnie Aileen McLeskey
Jean Wichers Award  
for Professional Practice
Erica Jeanette Turner 
Leslie Janke Award  
in Teacher-Librarianship
Spectrum Scholars
American Library Association 
Adriana Alvarez Huertas
Marissa Jacobo
Boutsaba Janetvilay
Mojgan Khosravi
Margaret B. Puentes
Juan de Jesus Soria
Deborah Kazumi Takahashi
Laura Arizmendi Tamanaha
Angela Lynette Watts
Israel Yanez
Student Convocation Speaker
Mary-Jo Romaniuk
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2009
s t u D e n t  H o n o r s  &  a w a r D s
Completed by SLIS Students in the Executive MLIS Cohort
o r g a n i z a t i o n a L  c o n s u L t i n g  P r o j e c t s
Susan Bunting 
An Analysis of the Collections, Services, 
Communities, and Users of the Fifteen 
Branches of the Oakland Public Library 
Sherri Cosby
Collection Analysis and Marketplace 
Implementation 
Prepared for the Oceanside Public Library, 
Oceanside, California
Adam Elsholz
Libraries in the Balance: How to 
Preserve Value in the Digital Age
Teresa Johnson
Fort Jones Branch Library  
Strategic Plan 
Prepared for Siskiyou County Library
Pauline Kynard
Collection Development for a Public 
Library with Changing Demographics 
Prepared for the Toledo-Lucas County Public 
Library, Ohio
Chela Lucas
Library Student Employee Training for 
Quality Customer Service
Prepared for the University Library, 
University of California, Santa Cruz
Merrie Monteagudo
U-T Newsroom Knowledge Management 
Project
Prepared for The San Diego Union-Tribune, 
San Diego, California
Lisa Murno
Effecting Best Practice:  
The Connection Between School 
Libraries and Student Achievement
Mary-Jo Romaniuk
Northern Exposure to Leadership 
Institute: A Review and Evaluation for 
the 10th Anniversary 
Sarah Seestone
Electronic Document Delivery from 
Stanford University’s Off-Site 
Preservation Facility
Prepared for Stanford University Libraries 
and Academic Information Resources, 
Stanford, California
Adoria Williams
Readers’ Advisory Desk Manual 
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Building Connections through Internships
One way our students build professional connections and explore career options is through participation in internships.  
Each semester, students can choose from approximately 150 paid and unpaid internship opportunities, which provide beneficial 
real-world work experience (and course credit) while still in graduate school. 
Students can search our online internship database to find opportunities that match their interests, and they can subscribe to an 
RSS feed to automatically receive notices when employers post new internships that may be of interest to them. We’ve also made it 
easier for internship site sponsors to post and edit their listings, so students always have access to the latest information available 
on internship opportunities. More than 40% of our internship supervisors are SLIS alumni, and all of them collaborate with our 
faculty to provide a rich, structured field-learning experience for students.
Interns can choose from a variety of settings for their field experience, including public, academic, and school libraries, as well as 
corporate and law libraries, film and media archives, museums, government agencies, and research libraries. 
Learning About Outreach at a Juvenile Hall Library
SLIS students who serve as interns at Alameda County’s Juvenile Hall Library 
focus on how to connect with non-reading young adults and transform them 
into lifelong readers. Under the guidance of alum Amy Cheney (2002), who is the 
sole librarian at the Juvenile Hall Library, interns learn about outreach and how to 
work in a non-traditional library setting.
One of the primary duties of the interns is to organize the collection, which is 
spread throughout the institution’s 12 units, and interact with the lockdown 
population of youth, ranging from as young as 9 to 18 years old. “These  
responsibilities give interns a chance to chat with the young people and get a 
good sense of what types of reading material are popular with them,”  
shares Cheney. 
Working with Cheney also teaches interns about the importance of reaching out 
to staff and administrators beyond the library so they understand the library’s 
mission and programming. “The interns gain a good sense of the scope of my job,” 
Cheney adds, “as they explore important issues such as advocacy, partnerships, 
and outreach.”
Rebekah Eppley, who graduated in Spring 2009 and hopes to work in young adult 
services, completed an internship with Cheney that gave her an entirely new 
perspective on services for teens. Eppley provided readers’ advisory services for 
this unique population, and she observed Cheney as she solicited feedback from 
teens on books and suggestions for new titles. “By the end of my internship, I had 
improved my skills with readers’ advisory services, and had a good sense of the 
types of books that interested these young people,” says Eppley.
Working in a lockdown facility has its unusual aspects, such as rules governing 
how pencils are distributed and returned or when and where library staff can 
interact with students. But the library has a special place in the institution, largely 
because of Cheney’s belief in the transformative power of reading. “She has such 
a great rapport with everyone,” Eppley shares. “She always puts the kids first and 
they really respect her. They want to be in the library.”
➲ Alum Amy Cheney and intern Rebekah Eppley
Alum Amy Cheney is 2010 chair of the American Library 
Association’s Quick Picks for Reluctant Young Readers 
Committee and is one of 10 winners of this year’s inaugural  
“I Love My Librarian!” national award presented by the 
Carnegie Corporation of New York, the New York Times, and 
ALA. Cheney heads the nationally acclaimed Write to Read 
Youth Literacy Program at the Alameda County Juvenile Hall 
Library in California, which is credited for inspiring thousands 
of detained young people. 
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Wearing Multiple Hats at a  
Small Community College
The library at the Moreno Valley campus of Riverside  
Community College in California operates with a lean staff of 
only one librarian on the floor at a time, so interns are quickly 
put to work. They have the opportunity to staff the  
reference desk, work on collection development and  
weeding, create instructional handouts regarding use of the  
library’s databases, and conduct orientation seminars for  
new students. 
“We have a very diverse student body, and a lot of them are 
lacking in basic library skills,” says Cid Tenpas, a 1991 SLIS  
graduate and Assistant Dean of Learning and Library  
Resources, who oversees the internship program. “One of the  
hardest things for the interns to do is eliminate certain kinds 
of vocabulary. Once you say to a student ‘go out in the stacks 
to find that book’ or ‘refer to the catalog’, you’ve lost them.”
In addition to practical experience, SLIS interns gain insight 
into the interplay between librarians and the larger  
community college system. “They expand their  
understanding of how librarians fit in at an academic 
 institution,” Tenpas adds. 
➲ Cid Tenpas
➲ Jen RIchter
Jen Richter who graduated in Fall 
2008, completed an internship with 
Tempas in 2007. Richter recently 
started a new job as a reference 
librarian at Sacramento Public 
Law Library, and said the Riverside 
County internship taught her how 
to serve patrons who need guidance 
regarding the basics of library use.  
“I wasn’t sure about my career  
path when I started the internship,” 
says Richter. “But it really  
helped shape my career goals, 
prompting me to pursue a career  
in reference services.”
Creating Hands-on Learning Experiences for Future Librarians
Interns at Sacramento Public Library’s Elk Grove Branch work under the supervision of 
Christy Aguirre, a 2005 SLIS alum and Youth Services Librarian. Interns have the option of 
specializing in either teen or adult services. Their duties include working on creating new 
reading programs and booklists for the library’s collection. They also provide reference 
services and instruct patrons about how to use the catalog and databases. 
Interns are also encouraged to share their knowledge with library staff. “We are always 
thrilled to have the interns join us, and we look forward to the fresh perspectives they 
bring with them,” says Aguirre. “For example, one intern helped get the staff excited about 
new Web 2.0 technology and the ways it can be integrated into our library’s services.”
“The goal is for interns to be more marketable when they leave here,” adds Aguirre.  
Bridget Bagne, who completed an internship with Aguirre during Summer 2008,  
agrees that the internship gave her “crucial experience to put on my resume. It also 
strengthened my decision to work in children’s services.”
➲ Christy Aguirre
➲ Bridget Bagne
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“The professional contacts were invaluable. Both my supervisor 
and branch manager promised me further professional advice, 
and they’ve kept the lines of communication open.”
  Bridget Bagne, 2009 graduate
20
Doctoral Program Welcomes  
Second Cohort
Candidates in the first cohort of the San José Gateway PhD 
Program completed their initial year and are moving ahead 
with their research. (See highlights in the next column.) 
Four new individuals will form a second cohort. 
Through the partnership with the Queensland University of 
Technology in Australia, doctoral candidates receive guidance 
and mentoring from faculty on two continents, who bring a 
global perspective to the program. The part-time program with 
brief residencies allows candidates to live anywhere while 
earning their doctoral degree. 
Mary-Jo Romaniuk is a member of the first doctoral cohort. 
She holds a leadership role with the library at the University of Alberta 
in Canada, and she is a guest lecturer at the university’s School of Library 
and Information Science. She is also a frequent presenter at professional 
conferences, an organizer of leadership institutes for librarians, and an 
alum of our School’s Executive MLIS program, designed for seasoned 
library professionals. As an accomplished leader who wants to ensure 
that practitioners have the opportunity to enhance their own  
leadership skills, Romaniuk is focusing her doctoral research on an  
examination of leadership development programs available to  
librarians in North America. She hopes to learn more about best  
practices in leadership programs, sharing lessons learned so those who 
develop leadership institutes can better assess program outcomes and 
improve program design—ultimately resulting in more effective  
leadership development opportunities for the profession’s 
future leaders. 
Joe Matthews, another member of the first cohort, is an expert 
on evaluation of library services, who has published seven books on 
the topic of library planning and assessment. Matthews is exploring the 
ways high-impact public libraries serve their communities, seeking to 
better understand the reasons they are successful. He will conduct  
in-depth case studies of a small group of effective public libraries in 
order to discover common factors that contribute to their success. 
While decisions made by library leaders may be hard to pinpoint using 
surveys, in-depth case studies offer a promising approach to dig deeper 
and explore how some of our nation’s public libraries have achieved 
their success. Armed with this knowledge, library leaders can seek new 
ways to increase their own library’s effectiveness, thus enhancing their 
ability to meet community needs. 
Stephanie Hall is director of the Chinook Regional Library in 
Southwestern Saskatchewan. Recognizing the increased competition 
for government funding faced by many public libraries, Hall’s research 
will explore how public library leaders can more effectively quantify 
their library’s value to the community and demonstrate their efficient 
use of tax dollars to key decision makers. With this knowledge, 
library leaders can collect and share data that will influence funding 
decisions. They will better understand how to offer credible evidence 
demonstrating that public libraries are essential to the social fabric of 
communities and therefore worthy of scarce public resources.
Virginia Tucker is a law librarian who also teaches information 
retrieval and online searching courses for SLIS. Her research will explore 
how learning occurs during online search activities and what concepts a 
novice searcher needs to learn in order to transition from novice to 
expert. The study’s results will inform educators’ efforts to teach  
students how to become proficient at online searching, including how 
to create practical and realistic learning exercises for students. Findings 
will also inform decisions made by those who design online search tools. 
Tina Inzerilla graduated from our School in 2005 and works as 
an instructional and reference librarian at a community college in 
California. She is well aware of the opportunities for collaboration 
between community college instructors and librarians, especially 
around incorporating information literacy into community college 
curriculum. Her research will focus on evaluating existing types of 
collaboration and exploring new ways to team up and help community 
college students learn to find, evaluate, and use information.
 
➲ Doctoral candidate Mary Ann Harlan consults with 
Dr. David Loertscher, her Associate Supervisor.
▼
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Miriam Vriend
A 15-hour time difference between Hong Kong and San José is not an  
obstacle for Miriam Vriend and her quest to earn her MLIS while living  
overseas. Vriend listens to instructor and peer recordings at her  
convenience and manages her group work through chat sessions and 
email. She also worked from a distance and earned “special project” 
course credits by developing a web-based resource guide for a high 
school library in Massachusetts.
Vriend worked as a registered nurse for a decade before deciding she 
was ready for “a new direction” and enrolled in the MLIS program. 
Vriend currently works full-time as a library assistant at her children’s 
elementary school in Hong Kong, which serves 700 students, staff, and 
parents. After she graduates next year, she hopes to work as a librarian 
in an international school.
Vriend moved to Hong Kong nine years ago with her husband when he 
landed a teaching job there. “We were eager for an overseas adventure 
and wanted a multicultural education for our three children,” she says.
Lauren Turpin
An online MLIS program is the perfect fit for Lauren Turpin, who lives 
in Korea. Turpin was excited to enroll last year in the MLIS program 
offered by SLIS. It allows her to meld her love of books, children, and 
international travel—earning her degree while living in Jukjeon, a city 
about 40 kilometers south of Seoul. Turpin is interested in working in a 
public library after graduation, perhaps as a young adult librarian. 
Turpin currently teaches English at Youngdo English School. “The 
online MLIS program made it possible for me to start my degree while 
living in Korea,” says Turpin. “I can continue it no matter where my 
world explorations take me, as long as I have an internet connection.”
Turpin has long had a desire to explore other cultures, double  
majoring in history and German at Stanford University as an  
undergrad. She spent a year in Germany as part of her studies,  
completing an internship in Berlin, where she worked with English- 
language learning materials. That experience sparked Turpin’s  
fascination with observing how people learn other languages, and 
after graduation she pursued overseas teaching opportunities. 
SLIS Students Live Overseas
Our fully online programs make it possible for our students to live anywhere while they earn their degree.  
Today, our students live in 10 countries, and the number of our students who live outside the United States continues to grow. 
➲Miriam Vriend with some of her students.
➲ Lauren Turpin
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Our School’s faculty members 
are award-winning scholars 
and recognized leaders in their 
professional and academic 
communities.
2009
22 23
Excellence in Online Education
Meredith Farkas
Meredith Farkas, a part-time 
faculty member with our 
School, received  
an Excellence in Online  
Education Award from the  
Web-based Information 
Science Education (WISE)  
consortium in recognition of  
her innovative use of  
technology in distance  
learning courses. Farkas is 
one of only seven winners 
nationwide who received the award for their accomplishments  
during 2008. 
The award honors Farkas for her work teaching our School’s course 
in Advanced Information Technology, with its focus on Web 2.0 and 
social networking tools.  
Farkas teaches students about the technical aspects of social  
networking tools, such as wikis, podcasts, and RSS feeds, as well as 
how they can be used in library settings.
Farkas also received the 2009 Library Hi Tech Award for  
Outstanding Communication in Library and Information Technology. 
The award recognizes exceptional achievement in communicating 
with library practitioners to educate them regarding library and 
 information technology. Award sponsors include Emerald Group  
Publishing, Ltd. and the Library and Information Technology  
Association (LITA), a division of the American Library Association.
Farkas learned Web design while earning her MLIS from Florida State 
University in 2004 and started her own blog to discuss the applications 
of Web 2.0 technologies before that term was even in the lexicon.  
In addition to her work as a SLIS instructor, Farkas is the Head of 
 Instructional Initiatives at Norwich University in Vermont, and she 
writes the monthly column “Technology in Practice” for American 
Libraries. She continues her blog Information Wants to Be Free and 
authored the text Social Software in Libraries: Building Collaboration, 
Communication and Community Online. 
Award-Winning Faculty  
Member Retires
Dr. C. James Schmidt
Dr. C. James Schmidt is retiring after a decade of service to our School 
and 17 years of service to our university. “His colleagues and former 
students are grateful for the many ways he has contributed to  
teaching, service, and scholarship within the profession,” says  
Dr. Ken Haycock, SLIS Director.
Schmidt’s career began in a public library in Flint, Michigan in  
1963. Later, he transitioned to leadership positions with several 
academic libraries, including Southwest Texas State University, Ohio 
State University, SUNY Albany, and Brown University. He also served 
as Director of the Research Libraries Information Network in  
Stanford, California. 
Schmidt came to SJSU in 
 1992, serving as the  
University Librarian for 7 
years before becoming a  
full-time faculty member for 
our School. During his  
leadership of the University 
Library, he played a key role 
in plans to develop the Dr. 
Martin Luther King, Jr. Library, 
a joint public-academic 
 library that serves the  
campus and the community. 
Schmidt’s research has 
focused primarily on  
intellectual freedom, and he taught courses on academic  
librarianship, intellectual freedom, and information policies in a  
globalized information society. He is a former chair of the  
ALA Intellectual Freedom Committee, and his efforts on that  
committee were recognized in 1991 when he received the  
Robert B. Downs Intellectual Freedom Award. More recently,  
Schmidt was honored as the sole recipient of the  
2009 Beta Phi Mu Award from the American Library Association, in 
recognition of his distinguished service to education in librarianship. 
“We can make our websites more dynamic, 
participatory, and easier to manage— 
often without a huge budget.” 
 Meredith Farkas 
from November 2008 column in American Libraries
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Kenley Neufeld, a 1994 SLIS graduate and a part-time faculty member with SLIS, 
won the EBSCO Community College Learning Resources Leadership Award for 2009, 
presented by the Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL).
The award recognizes Neufeld’s accomplishments as director of the Santa Barbara 
City College Library, as well as his leadership in professional organizations.  
Since taking on the director role three years ago, Neufeld doubled library use at his 
institution and continues to search for new ways to incorporate technology into 
library services. Neufeld’s professional leadership includes serving as the Chair of 
the ALA Committee on Education and Chair of the Community and Junior College 
Libraries Section of ACRL.
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ACRL Award Recognizes Leadership
➲ Kenley Neufeld
➲ School Director with recipients of 2009 SLIS Awards (left to right): Dr. Barbara Conry, Robert Boyd, Jane Fisher, Randall Anderson, Lisa Rosenblum, 
Dr. James Schmidt, Dr. Arglenda Friday, Gina Lee, Dr. Debra Hansen, and Dr. Ken Haycock.
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Our School is ranked among the nation’s top programs in Library and Information 
Science, according to U.S. News and World Reports’ “America’s Best Graduate Schools”
rankEd #22 
Master of Library and Information Science program 
rankEd #4 
Teacher-Librarian program
rankEd #1
E-learning service provider
Other Faculty Recognition
Meredith Farkas
Excellence in Online Education Award 
Web-based Information Science 
Education (WISE) Consortium
Award for Outstanding Communication in 
Library and Information Technology
Emerald Group Publishing, Ltd. and  
the Library and Information  
Technology Association
Todd Gilman
Who’s Who in America
Dr. Debra Hansen
Outstanding Professor Award
College of Applied Sciences and Arts,  
San José State University
Dr. Ken Haycock
Canadian Who’s Who 
Who’s Who in America
Who’s Who in the World
Richard Jackson 
Innovative User Group’s Beacon Award
Innovative Interfaces, Inc.
Dr. Margaret Lincoln
I Love My Librarian Award
Carnegie Corporation of New York,  
the New York Times, and the  
American Library Association
 
 
Kenley Neufeld 
EBSCO Community College Learning 
Resources Leadership Award
Association of College & Research 
Libraries
 
Dr. Ann Riedling 
Who’s Who in America,  
Who’s Who of American Women, 
Contemporary Authors
Lisa Rosenblum
Distinguished Alumna Award
College of Applied Sciences and Arts,  
San José State University
Mover and Shaker Award
Library Journal 
Dr. C. James Schmidt
Beta Phi Mu Award
American Library Association
Dr. Mary Somerville
Emerging Leaders Program
University of Colorado, 2008-2009
Best Conference Paper Award
 31st Information Systems Research 
Seminar in Scandinavia
SLIS Awards 
Dr. C. James Schmidt
Outstanding Professor
Robert Boyd
Outstanding Lecturer
Dr. Arglenda Friday
Outstanding Teacher
Jane Fisher
Distinguished Service–Faculty
Gina Lee
Distinguished Service–Staff 
Dr. Barbara Conry
Associate Dean
SJSU College of Applied Sciences  
and Arts
Special Recognition Award
Randall Anderson
SJSU Library
Special Recognition Award
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▼New Associate Professor Explores Emerging Records Management Issues
Dr. Patricia Franks was recently appointed as an Associate Professor with our School, expanding 
upon her role as one of our part-time faculty members during 2009. She is a Certified Records 
Manager who has extensive experience conducting consulting projects in the areas of business 
process analysis and records and information management. She played a leadership role in the 
development of AIIM/ARMA/ANSI standards for integrating electronic records management 
systems. Franks received her doctoral degree in Organization and Management with an e-business 
emphasis from Capella University. 
Franks is interested in exploring how changes in society and advances in technology affect the 
fields of archives and records management. She is currently studying the impact of Web 2.0 
technologies on archivists and the records managers. In addition, she continues to lead efforts by 
AIIM to develop a “standards roadmap” that will enable information sharing across organizational 
and system boundaries. It will serve as the basis for further research regarding the metadata that 
is necessary to promote interoperability.
Franks is also involved in testing the Content Management Interoperability Services (CMIS) 
specification, evaluating whether researchers can access several content management 
repositories or systems in a common and unified manner, which makes finding and accessing 
content easier regardless of storage location. It is expected that CMIS will become the foundation 
for building a new generation of content collaboration and social computing applications. 
Other Selected Faculty Research
Dr. Anthony Bernier is conducting an analysis of current 
scholarship on foster youth and Young Adult librarianship.  
He is also studying representations of young adults in  
newspapers, exploring the implications of these media  
depictions about youth on library policies, resources, and 
services for young adults.
Dr. Joni Richards Bodart is investigating how to embed 
digital booktalks into summer reading programs as a tool 
to motivate young people to read more, including how to 
engage youth in creating and promoting digital booktalks 
to their peers. She is also studying changes in Young Adult 
literature, including an increase in controversial titles aimed 
at younger readers.
Dr. Debra Hansen is conducting research regarding the 
development of oral history in the United States, as well as 
how oral history collections are processed, cataloged, and 
made available for public use. She is also completing her 
research regarding the history of our School, tracing the 
School’s history from the time of the university’s first library 
science courses in 1928.
Dr. Ken Haycock is researching questions concerning 
effective library advocacy with local government officials and 
other decision-makers. 
➲Dr. Patricia Franks
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Dr. Geoffrey Liu is investigating the cognitive changes 
that take place during the process of interactive  
information retrieval.
Dr. Ziming Liu is studying the choices made by digital library 
users and non-users.
Dr. David Loertscher is exploring the development of
interactive school library websites or virtual learning  
commons, which can provide collaborative workspaces for 
students, teachers, teacher-librarians, administrators,  
and parents. 
Dr. Judith Weedman is studying how information 
professionals design vocabularies for images.
 
▼Exploring Text Messaging as a Reference Service Model
To learn more about our faculty, visit: 
http://slisweb.sjsu.edu/people/
facultylists.php
➲Dr. Lili Luo
Dr. Lili Luo, who joined our School in 2007, is collaborating with the Alliance Library System 
in Illinois and other partners to evaluate the nation’s first collaborative effort by hundreds of 
libraries to implement text message reference services. For many years, libraries have tapped into 
emerging technology to connect with patrons and respond to reference questions posed via 
email or instant messaging. In the last few years, a handful of libraries have started responding 
to inquiries sent by patrons from their mobile phones in the form of text messages. Alliance 
Library System will partner with multiple types of libraries around the nation to pilot the first text 
message reference consortium, known as InfoQuest.
Luo will evaluate the pilot project and answer key questions, such as what kinds of information 
needs can be fulfilled by offering text message reference services, what are the issues to address 
before implementing services, and what are the most important features to consider when 
choosing a vendor. She will also collaborate with Alliance Library System and other partners to 
share lessons learned and help libraries make more informed decisions regarding implementation 
and use of text message reference services. 
This fall, Luo will transition from full-time lecturer to an appointment as Assistant Professor. 
She will serve as our lead faculty member in the area of reference services. In addition to her 
evaluation work on the InfoQuest project, Luo is studying how libraries promote digital reference  
services to the deaf population. She is an active researcher in the area of virtual reference, dating 
back to her doctoral research with the School of Information and Library Science at the University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Prior to initiating her doctoral research, Luo served as a reference 
librarian at Peking University Library in China.
t i t l E
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International Faculty
Our students benefit from interactions with faculty members who live and 
work around the world. Through these global connections, our students gain an 
international perspective on emerging trends and the world-wide LIS community. 
We profile two of those individuals below, and our website introduces our  
entire faculty.
Dr. Gillian Oliver
Dr. Gillian Oliver lives in  
New Zealand and teaches courses 
for our School’s MLIS and MARA 
students. Her teaching focus is on 
vocabulary design and records 
management courses, including a  
new MARA course on Records 
and Information Preservation  
and Security.
“I strive to bring an  
international perspective 
to my courses,” says Oliver. 
“I introduce students to 
resources available outside 
North America. We also explore the different ways 
that people from various cultures interact with records.”
Oliver also teaches courses in archives and records management for 
the School of Information Management at Victoria University in  
Wellington, New Zealand. She is actively involved in digital  
preservation projects in Europe and New Zealand. Her professional ex-
perience includes librarianship and recordkeeping, including a decade 
spent as a medical librarian for the U.S. Army’s operations in Europe.
“Some of my students are initially a bit concerned about having an 
 instructor based in New Zealand,” shares Oliver. “I’ve been able to 
quickly address any concerns through prompt responses to emails, 
and by being available for phone calls using Skype.” 
Oliver encourages her students to keep up-to-date with the  
technology used in records  
management and digital preservation. 
She also appreciates the fact that 
distance learning technology allows 
her to interact with students who live 
on the other side of the world, sharing 
explorations of the LIS issues that  
Oliver is passionate about. 
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Dr. Michel Menou
Dr. Michel Menou teaches SLIS courses from his  
home in France. He offers students a global  
perspective, bringing knowledge gleaned through his  
work with information programs in more than 80 countries  
over the last four decades, including his service with the United  
Nations. The course he currently teaches for SLIS explores information 
policies in a globalized information society. 
 “Students in my course tell me that they appreciate the opportunity 
to explore new views on information policy, examining issues from a 
variety of cultural perspectives,” shares Menou. “They learn  
about how to cope with diversity in a global information  
environment, where they will interact with individuals from all  
types of backgrounds.”
A key part of the course is a lively online discussion, which sparks 
dialogue and critical thinking about international issues and diverse 
cultural perspectives. “With our online discussions, the time  
difference is probably a big advantage,” says Menou. “Rather than 
students responding quickly during a live conversation, the  
asynchronous discussions give students the opportunity to think 
through their contribution to the discussion before posting it.” 
Menou reviews the discussion board several times a day and uses his 
postings to invite further thinking.
Menou feels that distance learning programs offer a unique  
opportunity for professors to return to their fundamental role as 
learning managers. “SLIS offers a unique setting, where I can share my  
knowledge and engage in rewarding learning experiences with  
my students.”
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Highlights of Our Faculty’s 
International Work
Dr. Ken Haycock maintains an active international 
profile that includes seminars for library leaders in Canada 
and Iceland and service as the only international delegate for 
summits on LIS graduate education in Australia and Canada.
Jeremy Kemp collaborates with colleagues in 
Scotland to develop innovative educational resources that 
integrate learning management systems with virtual  
world platforms. 
Dr. Ziming Liu conducted joint research with faculty 
from the Zhongsham University in China regarding the  
impacts of digital technology on reading behavior.
Dr. Linda Main collaborates with organizations based 
in Europe, Greenland, and Central America on web  
development projects, as well as digitization and  
preservation of historical collections.
Laurie Putnam collaborates with the Netherlands 
Public Library Association to share information about  
best practices in Dutch libraries.
Dr. Edna Reid teaches modules for courses offered by 
the Nanyang Technological University in Singapore and  
helps organize the International Conference on Asian  
Digital Libraries.
Dr. Mary Somerville is an international consultant
who works with libraries and LIS schools in South Africa  
and Australia.
Dr. Jo Bell Whitlatch is involved with efforts to en-
hance services offered by rural libraries in China.
Dr. Blanche Woolls teaches at a summer institute for 
school librarians in Lithuania and is a regional director  
for the International Association of School Librarianship.
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Three part-time fa
culty members trave
led 
abroad as Fulbright S
cholars, focused on im
proving 
library services arou
nd the world——
Paul Christensen (Ho
nduras), Charles Gre
enberg  
(Armenia), and Ann R
iedling (Bahrain). 
Riedling has also be
en involved with libra
ry  
services in the Phili
ppines.
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2009
f u L L - t i m e  f a c u L t y  &  s t a f f
➲ Nearly 80 faculty and staff attended our School’s 2009 faculty institute, where they discussed strategies for enhancing curriculum and explored how to use 
distance learning technology more effectively.
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Dr. Yan Liu
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Dr. Susan Maret
Mary Martin
Elizabeth Martinez
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Dr. Michel Menou
Kory Meyerink
John Midyette
Mary Minow
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Dr. Gillian Oliver
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To learn more about our faculty, visit: 
http://slisweb.sjsu.edu/people/facultylists.php
➲ Dr. Patricia Franks (left) with MARA student Patti Manning, attending the ARMA 
national conference.
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Children’s Services in a Time of Change
Dr. Dan Fuller
Assistant Professor
San José School of Library and Information Science
Science, University of Toronto, Canada
Library Jobs in California and Economic 
Recession–2009
Dr. Ken Haycock
Professor and Director
San José School of Library and Information Science
Library Leadership: Learning from the 
Business Bestsellers and
Dual Use Libraries: Guidelines for Success
Nancy M. Kunde
Lecturer, San José School of Library and 
Information Science
Strategic Planning for Records Management
Jane Light
Director, San José Public Library
Sarah Houghton-Jan
Digital Futures Manager, San José Public Library
The Filtering Challenge at San José  
Public Library
Dr. David L. Loertscher
Professor
San José School of Library and Information Science
Should Libraries Evolve or Reinvent 
Themselves?
Will Manley
Columnist and Author
Former City Manager and City Librarian 
Tempe, AZ
American Libraries . . . 
Past, Present, and Future
Joe Matthews
Lecturer, San José School of Library and 
Information Science
The Value of a Library Balanced Scorecard
Bryan McCann
Information Technology Manager
Graduate School of Business,  
Stanford University, CA
I’m a Reference Librarian . . .
So How Did I Wind Up Here?
Rick Moss
Branch Manager
African American Museum & Library at Oakland, CA
A Blending of Cultures: Museum Practice and 
Library Imperatives
Thomas D. Norris
Public Records Manager
Office of the City Manager, City of San José, CA
Establishing an Effective Records Program: 
Considerations and Choices
Jeff Paul
Librarian and  
Project Manager, Librarians for Tomorrow
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Library 
San José State University
An Overview of SJSU’s Librarians for 
Tomorrow Program
Barbara Reed
Director and Principal Consultant
Recordkeeping Innovation 
Understanding and Applying the 
Records Continuum
Bill Somerville
Executive Director and Founder
Philanthropic Ventures Foundation
How Do You Find the 
Philanthropic Doorbell
David A. Tyckoson
Associate Dean, Henry Madden Library,  
California State University, Fresno
ALA/RUSA Immediate Past President
The Future of the Library: Why Libraries 
Matter in Today’s Networked Society
c o L L o q u i a  P r e s e n t a t i o n s
Our School continues to offer a growing number of colloquia, extending learning beyond  
coursework and giving students the opportunity to interact with leaders in the field.  
All presentations are available as free webcasts and podcasts on our School’s web site.
A list of selected faculty presentations 
can be found on our website at:
http://slisweb.sjsu.edu/
annualreview
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Stephen Abram 
Vice-President for Innovation, SIRSI Dynix
President, Special Libraries Association
Jane Dysart 
Partner, Dysart and Jones
Past President, Special Libraries Association
Monica Ertel
Director, Global Information Services
Bain and Company
Chuck Follett 
Executive Vice-President
Follett Software
Joan Frye-Williams 
Library and Information Technology Consultant
Michael Gorman 
Former Dean, University Library
California State University, Fresno
Past President, American Library Association
Charles Harmon 
Vice-President
Neal-Schuman Publishers 
Ken Haycock
Professor and Director
San José School of Library & Information Science
Susan Hildreth 
State Librarian, California State Library
Past President, Public Library Association
Cynthia Hill 
Outsell, Inc.
Past President, Special Libraries Association
Sandra Hirsh 
User Research Lead
Microsoft
Ernie Ingles 
Vice Provost and Chief Librarian
University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
Past President, Canadian Library Association
Barbara Jeffus 
School Library Consultant
California Department of Education
Past President, California School Library Association
Daniel Jones 
President
NewsBank, Inc.
Michael Keller 
University Librarian and Director of Academic 
Information Resources
Publisher, HighWire Press and  
Stanford University Press 
Stanford University
Ruth Kifer 
Dean, University Library
San José State University
Jane Light
Director, San José Public Library
Past Chair, Executive Board, Urban Libraries Council
Will Manley 
Former City Manager and City Librarian
Tempe, Arizona
Diane Satchwell 
Administrative Librarian
Policy and Strategic Planning
Oakland Public Library
Roberta Shaffer 
Executive Director
Federal Library and Information Center Committee 
and the Federal Library and Information Network 
Library of Congress
Brooke Sheldon 
Professor Emerita, University of Texas-Austin
Former Dean, University of Arizona,
Texas Woman’s University and  
University of Texas-Austin
Past President, American Library Association
Jackie Siminitus 
Education and Library Advocate
AT&T
Mark Stengel 
Chair, Library/Information Technology Program
Cuesta College, California
Gary Strong 
University Librarian
University of California, Los Angeles
Former State Librarian of California
Catherine Tierney 
Associate University Librarian
Stanford University Libraries 
i n t e r n a t i o n a L  a D v i s o r y  c o u n c i L
International Advisory Council members are leaders from government, industry, and the profession. They meet 
annually to review our School’s progress, discuss new possibilities, and advise School leaders. Council members 
play an important part in transforming our School, and we are grateful for their involvement.
A list of student associations and their 
officers can be found at:  
http://slisweb.sjsu.edu/
annualreview/
Our students are helping transform our School’s educational environment. 
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Executive MLIS
Greg Buss
Chief Librarian
Richmond Public Library 
Richmond, British Columbia
Ernie Ingles
Vice-Provost for Learning Services
University of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta
Molly Raphael
Director of Libraries
Multnomah County Library
Portland, Oregon
Libby Trudell
Senior Vice President
Information Professional Development
Thomson Dialog
Sunnyvale, California
Management and Leadership
Anne-Marie Gold
Director
Sacramento Public Library
Sacramento, California
Luis Herrera
City Librarian
San Francisco Public Library
San Francisco, California
Mary Manning
Library Director
The National Hispanic University
San José, California
Peter Meyer
Regional Library Coordinator
Physician Education and Development
Kaiser Permanente
Oakland, California
Master of Archives and Records 
Administration (MARA)
Alan A. Andolson
President
Naremco Services Inc.
New York, New York
Nancy Kunde
Records Officer
University Archives & Records  
Management Services
Steenbock Memorial Library
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Madison, Wisconsin
Richard Marciano
Full Professor & DICE Co-team Leader
Data Intensive Cyber Environments (DICE) Group
School of Information and Library Science 
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, North Carolina
Larry Medina
Records Management Specialist
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories
Livermore, California
Albin Wagner
Deputy Director
New Jersey Division of Archives and Records 
Management
Trenton, New Jersey
Organization of Knowledge
Charles Fosselman
Operations Manager
East Asia Library
Stanford University Libraries
Stanford, California
Katherine Kott
Director, Aquifer Digital Library Federation 
Stanford University Libraries 
Stanford, California
Edward O’Neill
Consulting Research Scientist
OCLC, Inc.
Dublin, Ohio
Teacher-Librarianship
Darlene Bates
Program Manager, Instructional Media Services
San Diego Unified School District
San Diego, California
Susan Martimo
Educational Program Consultant
California Department of Education
Sacramento, California
Crystal Miranda
Library Media Teacher/Library Coach
Newcomb Academy
Long Beach, California
Esther Sinofsky
Director, Instructional Media Services
Los Angeles Unified School District
Los Angeles, California
Connie Williams
Teacher Librarian
Kenilworth Junior High School
Petaluma, California
Technology
Lori Bell
Director of Innovation
Alliance Library System
East Peoria, Illinois
Meredith Farkas
Distance Learning Librarian
Norwich University
Northfield, Vermont
Ellyssa Kroski
Reference Librarian and Information Consultant
Columbia University, Butler Library
New York, New York
Francine Snyder
Manager of Library and Archives
Guggenheim Museum Offices
New York, New York
Michael Stephens
Assistant Professor
Graduate School of Library and Information Science
Dominican University
River Forest, Illinois
Youth Services
Toni Bernardi
Office of Children and Youth Services
San Francisco Public Library
San Francisco, California
Nick Buron
Coordinator, Young Adult Services
Queens Library
Jamaica, New York
Linda Perkins
Coordinator of Children’s Services
Central Library 
Berkeley, California
Alison Steinberg
Online Services Librarian
San Diego Mesa College
San Diego, California
Kelley Worman
Young Adult Services Coordinator
Fresno County Public Library
Fresno, California
P r o g r a m  a D v i s o r y  c o m m i t t e e s
Members of our School’s Program Advisory Committees help us ensure that our curriculum is 
responsive to new trends in the profession and relevant to the types of skills and knowledge 
employers look for when hiring our graduates. We are grateful for the investment of time and 
talent these distinguished individuals bring to our planning process. 
 
s t r O n g  s C h O l a r s h i p
1928
1929
1953
1957
1958
1995
2001
2007
2008
First library science courses taught at  
San José State University.
More than 30 students from California, 
Nevada, and Washington enroll in the first 
summer session courses in library science.
First evening classes offered, providing 
new flexibility to students.
First off-site course offered in Santa Cruz, 
with numerous off-site locations added 
over the years. 
Closed circuit television used to link 
distance learning students to our faculty.
First two-way interactive video courses 
taught between San José campus  
and Fullerton. 
Students enroll in fully online,  
web-based courses for the first time.
SLIS opens its Second Life island, bringing 
the immersive learning environment to 
our School.
SLIS launches a new fully online  
degree program, the Master of  
Archives and Records Administration  
(MARA).
2009
SLIS transitions to the Global e-Campus 
for Library and Information Science,  
delivering all courses through distance learning. 

